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January will see the launch of the first Pamphlet.
Every month two words will create a new topic which is developed through its various 
facets and sides.

The goal achieved through the journal section will be transforming thoughts and ideas 
into actions which can be absorbed and actualized in real life. The monthly journal 
becomes an inspiration to look up to, with easy to read contents never predictable or 
still barely explored.

The content produced would be presented through short articles, interviews, personal 
stories, and visual contents through in-studio shootings and videos.

A monthly tale
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From the beginning we used the egg to explain the origin 
of the universe.
Cosmic egg according to Hinduism, the soul of the world, 
a nucleus that opens up and, thanks to the divine breath, 
generates heaven and earth.
The egg symbolizes the infinite repetition of the birth 
that takes place in the universe and in the creatures that 
inhabit it.
Of all this there is only the Easter egg left. 

Pure form, original purity, regeneration, rebirth.
Potentiality, creativity, emptiness, the nothingness that 
can produce what is.
It’s the right time to go back to the egg, even without 
eating it.
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My Grandma has never been a very easy 
going person.
She was a war times woman, who moved 
during her childhood from the big city 
bombardments to a little lake town on Lago 
Maggiore.
She was and still is, maybe now in her late 
80s more than ever, a very hard worker.
She came from a quite poor and very 
respectable family who worked and suffered 
during fascism, fed homeless with local 
nouns as a child, was a nanny to a French 
rich family in her teenage-hood, brought her 
goats to graze on the day of her first period 
and cried from her severe father who was 
mad even for the slightest sign of lip balm 
on her lips.
She met my grandpa by accident on a 
summer Balera, and with her difficult and 
charming beauty, got his heart the minute 
after. He couldn’t get her out of his mind for 
years, till they randomly met again and got 
married.
Later in the years, they grew a successful 
business together, working hard day and 
night as fruit and vegetable wholesalers for 
big markets.
They bought houses, had a daughter. She 
was a distant mother, mainly focused on her 
life and business, one of those 60’s mothers 
who use to tell their daughter not to touch 
flowers during ‘those days’ or they would 
wither. She still is a difficult grandma, one 
who is hard to classify.
She feeds you biscuits and the moment after 

gets in the deepest sadness. She is maybe 
a simply woman of those times, one who 
kept most of her deepest desires and fears 
hidden, infused with the atmosphere of 
shady parties in front of the chimney, 
smoking cigarettes in the most naive 
innocence of her times. A sudden happy 
time of successes which came after the war, 
a sudden money capability which followed a 
childhood of sacrifices.
The main object which always caught my 
attention in my grandma’s house are her 
alabaster colourful eggs. Beautiful round 
shaped marble stones, perfectly useless 
and always presented together in a copper 
bowl in her entrance hall. Every alabaster 
egg is different and unique in its own way. 
Some of them have a pencil text written on 
them explaining their provenience and age. 
Most of them were collected by my grandma 
when she started being a ‘bourgeois’ and 
entered adulthood in couture feathered 
dresses, choosing holidays in France and 
end of the year parties which never ended 
before morning.

Here, from 2018, I can only dream about 
times which are gone but always present 
in me by looking at her house, hearing her 
stories, watching a movie, wearing 
everyday something of her, and dreaming 
about having the same collection of 
alabaster eggs to show my grandsons one 
day.My Grandma and her eggs

A 
Memory



An interview 
with the artist 
Katarzyna 
Przezwanska.

Born in 1984, lives and works in Warsaw. She studied Painting at the Academy of Fine Arts in 
Warsaw. In her artistic practice, she often refers to nature and architecture. She combines 
both of these fields in an effort to improve the quality of human life, trying to make art use-
ful. She is inspired by both vernacular architecture and the 20th-century classics as well as 
geological phenomena and vegetative processes. Przezwańska is the author of archi- tectu-
ral interventions, installations, and paintings, where she often uses natural materials: rocks, 
minerals, and plants.
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What was your path in life?

I was born and grew up in Warsaw.
 I got into the painting department on Fine 
Art Academy in Warsaw and after a while,
 it disappointed me badly. After the third 
year of studying, I was so depressed with 
it, that I decided to move to London with 
my boyfriend with no specific plan. I was 
working as an usher in the theatre and 
doing some graphic design internship. After 
nine months we earned a lot of money and 
we went travelling for 3 months. It was a 
great trip, during which I’ve seen a lot (for 
instance we were following Le Corbusier 
buildings like some crazy psycho fans) and it 
was probably the most influential part of my 
education. After that, I came back to
Warsaw and decided to finish studies. I was 
also thinking of studying architecture. But 
then it turned up that most things that I 
want, I can do within the „art area” anyway, 
so I stayed in there. 

What is your art mainly about?

I have several paths in my work: I work in 
large scale in public space and in the same 
time I work in very small scale with 
sculptures, which may seem not so 
consistent at first glance. 
But it is all the same and is connected by 
themes like: vitality, colour (also as so-
mething neglected in high culture), nature, 
human touch, sensuality, usefulness, being 
constructive instead of critical.
 I like my works to be simple, straightforward 
and as little hermetic as possible, 
understandable also for people outside the 
art world. Even that they have the theoreti-
cal background, in its reception I want them 
to be also sensual, immediate, 
non-intellectual.

What’s your relationship to nature in what 
you create?

It’s something that is present all around and 

is at hand - there are stones lying on the 
streets, or some buildings are made of them, 
or in the backyard garden of my flat there 
are wine tendrils grasping things, or eggs in 
the kitchen. Or recently I was using beans. 
Or things I’ve found on holiday. So those 
are things from my surrounding. Why would 
I sculpt something when I can find it being 
perfect and almost ready?
When it comes to working with color I also 
often use „quotation” from places when I felt 
good – like being by the river or in the forest.  
It’s the same with raw, „real” materials, like 
rocks etc.
The theoretical approach to it is also impor-
tant. That for example brought me to make 
the work called „Early Polishness” which was 
my kind of diorama and was a recreation 
of a tropical landscape of Warsaw as it was 
200 million years ago. (made in collaboration 
with paleobotanist from Warsaw University). 
It was also my kind of answer to the political 
situation in Poland and rise of the national 
right-wing movement and use of Polish signs 
and emblems.

And what do your eggs stand for?

I work with artificiality mostly to emphasize 
the natural features of an object. 

How do you work with space before 
integrating your art with it? 

It depends on a work and on a space. 
Initially, I was working often with space 
itself. At the moment, I’m working more with 
independent objects, where it’s not impor-
tant that much. I’m not a huge fan of white 
cube space, so I like to highlight an object 
by putting it on a color background. Or bring 
wood or stone, etc. 

Natural elements and artificiality. How do 
you make them integrate with each other?

With stones it’s similar like with eggs – 
they’re very basic. It’s a simple, common, 

cheap, easily available and attractive thing, 
straight from the Earth. I think humans 
have an atavistic attraction for stones. I 
like to imagine how a stone was something 
that was alive once, and what it was going 
through for the span of million years. They 
are here much much longer then I am, so it 
brings a good perspective. And I like to think 
that one day I will become one. 

And your stones? Do they represent 
something in your life?

With stones it’s similar like with eggs – 
they’re very basic. It’s a simple, common, 
cheap, easily available and attractive thing, 
straight from the Earth. I think humans 
have an atavistic attraction for stones. I 
like to imagine how a stone was something 
that was alive once, and what it was going 
through for the span of million years. They 
are here much much longer then I am, so it 
brings a good perspective. And I like to think 
that one day I will become one. 

And the one who makes your heart beat 
faster?

My dog Lufka. Every day in the morning.
 I like to watch her when I give her food and 
she’s eating everything so fast, that she’s 
shaking. Then I know everything is fine. but 
I guess it doesn’t make my heart beat faster, 
but slower – it makes me happy. 

A movie, a song, a piece of art.

It changes all the time, I get stuck on songs. 
On movies not so much, but I did have a 
favourite one – it was „The Umbrellas of 
Cherbourg” by Jacques Demy. (I have a 
weakness for musicals as a genre). 

What do you carry always with you to keep 
the bad energy away?

There’s no such thing. Or maybe painted 
nails. 

Can you leave us with the last thing you 
saw which blew your mind?

A lot of things blow my mind. Recently I was 
working with crab claws – preparing it to use 
it in a sculpture and I loved it’s mechanism.

untitled, 2016 
ostrich egg, chicken egg, quail egg, 

laquer, metal, wood 
fot Robert Świerczyński

 
untitled, 2017 

ostrich egg, chameleon nail powder, 
laquer, metal, wood 

fot Robert Świerczyński
 

untitled, 2017 
chicken egg, acrylic, nail polish, 

lacquer, holographic nail powder 
fot Robert Świerczyński 

untitled, 2016 eggs,
 polyurethane, wood 
fot Robert Głowacki 

untitled, 2016
 eggs, polyurethane, wood 

fot Robert Głowack 

Photo: Courtesy of the artist 

instagram.com/przezwa

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=imCOi7pqKh0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=imCOi7pqKh0
https://www.instagram.com/przezwa/




Trompe l’oeuf

Ingredients:
• Natural Soft Tofu 
• Turmeric 
• Avocado
• Whole Grain Bread 
• Rice Mayonnaise 
• Beetroot
• Topping (Salt, Pepper, Parsley, some seeds at taste)





In a lightly oiled pan 
scrumble the tofu with 
turmeric powder, salt and 
pepper.
Mix some beetroot juice 
with the rice mayonnaise 
to give that extra twist and 
touch of color.





Cut the Avocado.
Place the bread slice on a 
dish, add the scrambled tofu 
on top and avocado + mayo 
on the side.
Give some extra delight with 
fresh parsley, seeds + 
whatever you like.



Eat and enjoy as you prefer, 
you are also allowed 
to destroy the composition 
and mix everything: 
we promise it tastes great.

You created your first 
trompe l’oeuf dish with us. 





In the sewing basket 
there must be a darning egg. 
An egg-shaped wooden object 
that can be inserted into the 
perforated socks to stretch the 
fabric and thus simplify the darning 
operation. My grandmother had it, 
my mum had it. We are submerged 
by things, objects, clothes, forced to 
make way, to throw away, to buy back. 
But you can also recycle, adjust, mend. 
Mending is an ancient and post-modern 
activity, current, necessary, of vital 
importance. Reconnect the threads of a 
sock but also the city and the suburbs, two 
nations, one flap and the other of the 
world. Dying means reopening an 
interrupted dialogue, bringing together two 
parts that have moved away, overcoming 
divisions and misunderstandings. Adjust to not 
throw everything away. Once we darned 
because we were poor, today because we are rich. 
With a simple darning egg, an intimately feminine 
object, miracles are made.



Repair 
something 
you still love  

a plate, a cup, a pair of socks, a love, a memory, a friendship, 
a mug, a pen, a cupboard, a soul, a breath, a penpal, 
a melody, a guitar, a vintage camera, a drawing, a list, a nail, 
a routine, a tattoo, a border, a difference, a wound, 
a misunderstanding, a misspoken word, an injustice, 
a bad day, a heel, a leather piece, an offence, an old book, 
a magazine, a scratch on the wall, a reconciliation, a smile, 
a regret, an idea, a chair, a lamp, a lightbulb, a diary, a cloud, 
a stone, a song, a collection, a bookshelf, a shoes, a hanger, 
a tree, a cabin, a plant, a cactus, a garden, a stair, a pocket, 
a mirror, a button, a floor, a ceiling, a vase, a fork, a teeth, 
a scarf, a scar, a cable, a luggage, a car, a wi-fi, an origami, 
a rainbow, a key, a party, a birthday, a nest, a bell, a belt, 
a shell, a ring, a hairdo, a candle, a fireplace, a moon, 
a souvenir, a pedal brake, a hood, a postcard, a pizza, a sin, 
a t-shirt, a tennis racket, a nose, a hug, a heart, a bicycle, 
a landscape, a relationship, a boat, a wing, a pair of glasses, 
a bone, a glass, a home, a pipe, a problem, a mountain, 
a river, a lake, a grass, a garage, a color, a piece of paper, 
a scissor, a skin, a drum, a beat, a drama, a frame, a feeling, 
a light, a conversation, a drawer, a box, a sight, an emotion, 
a team, a project, a journey, a train, a chain, a painting, 
a forest, a neighbourhood, a spelling, a minority, a tension, 
a piece of furniture, a reflection, a character, a font, 
a movement, a protest, a city, a doll, a lace, one sleep, 
a meditation, a delivery, a bed sheet, a bank account, 
a company, a budget, a business, a documentary, a slide, 
a pair of ski, an archive, an asana, a mind, an exercise, a rule, 
a note, a progress, a wig, a toy,  a size, a bag, a ritual, a diet, 
a recipe, a detox, a fragrance, a smell, a sensation, a job, 
a line, a program, a treatment, a music, a mantra, an object, 
a mineral, a border, an apologize, a tool, a subscription, 
a rug, a talk, a self practice, a dialogue, an experience, 
an opportunity, a workshop, a rhyme, an e-mail, a contact, 
a manicure, a priority, a workbook, an egg.



L’uovo ha 
una forma 
perfetta 
benché sia 
fatto col culo 

B.Munari

“
”‘’The egg has a perfect shape even if it’s laid from the ass’’



Gia Bag 

The Gia bag is a handmade basket 
crafted by Sardinian artisans using 
local plants. 
You can wear her beautifully, easily, 
sustainably. 
It reminded some people of a eggs 
basket somehow, but the reality is 
that it is perfect for everything. 

Find it on: liciaflorio.com

https://www.liciaflorio.com/products/gia-yolk


Color Theory



Nutrirsi d’arte
Real eggs to eat on which Piero 
Manzoni left his mark.

The bronze egg which opens itself by 
Constantin Brancusi.

The cracked ultra reflecting egg of Jeff 
Koons.

The huge eggs with which Salvador Dali 
has decorated a castle.

The oval sheets worked by 
Lucio Fontana in the End of God or  
“the principle of nothing”. The egg watched by Magritte while making 

a self-portrait. 
But the most mysterious egg and 
protagonist of the history of art, visible at 
the Pinacoteca di Brera in Milan, is the 
ostrich egg hanging from the shell-shaped 
apse in the Brera Altarpiece, painted by 
Piero della Francesca in 1472. 
At the center of the great painting is the 
Madonna holding Baby Jesus, around 
angels and saints. The face of Mary, at a 
vanishing point, is in line with the egg 
hanging from above, highlighted in great 
light (in the Middle Ages there was the 
custom of hanging an egg in the apse of the 
churches). 
The egg, with its shape, represents divine 
perfection, alludes to the virginity of Mary, 

is a symbol of life and rebirth, as it has 
always been. The egg is the center of the 
Universe, or perhaps a pearl generated by 
the shell. Beyond the intentions of the artist 
and the interpretations, the Brera 
Altarpiece is made of nine wooden planks 
covered with a white primer, on which Piero 
della Francesca painted the egg-shaped 
tempera, the faces with emulsion of eggs 
and oil, oil and tempera details. 
The egg is the raw material of colors, the 
universal symbol, the visual center around 
which everything turns, the center of light 
and perspective of the Brera Altarpiece. 
It’s not bad, for a simple egg.



Yogi Ballerina

Ballerinas seens as everyday 
comfort and essentiality. 
You are beautiful in them, 
don’t be afraid to say it out loud.

Find it on: liciaflorio.com

https://www.liciaflorio.com/products/yogi-white
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